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ABSTRACT 

A preliminary cost-benefit analysis is made of means for and results 
of reducing the deleterious effects of headlight glare from opposing vehicles 
on the highway. It is shown that polarization of headlights may be a feasible 
solution in terms of reduced accident costs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Headlight glare is considered to be a serious driving hazard by almost 
every nighttime vehicle driver. Since the beginning of the automotive indus
try, literally thousands of designs of headlamps and headlighting systems 
have been evolved, attempting to provide adequate lighting for the driver to 
see the road ahead while reducing the glare that he must face from approach
ing vehicles. The present vehicle headlamp systems represent the latest 
industry-government accepted compromises of these two factors. The 
resulting lighting is not satisfactory, however. It does not provide sufficient 
illumination of the roadway ahead at modern highway speeds and it does not 
provide protection to the opposing driver from Disability Veiling Brightness 
(glare) which seriously impairs his vision. 

There are solutions to this problem and th1s study will provide infor ~ 
mation which can assist in determining which of the several solutions is the 
most feasible for nationwide application. 

A number of means exist for eliminating or greatly reducing glare 
while permitting increased illumination of the roadway ahead of the driver, 
and these must be carefully considered before proposing any major change 
in nighttime driving practices for the entire nation. 

On undivided, multilane highways with two or more traffic lanes in 
each direction, passing is normally not allowed over the roadway centerline. 
In many cases, a median strip is provided between the opposing traffic lanes, 
sometimes including barrier fencing. Where such exists, glare screens 
erected on this fencing, or planting of trees or shrubs in the wider medians, 
will greatly reduce the glare from opposing vehicles at short inter car dis-

Another solution is to establish one-way traffic on all streets and 
roads. This might be reasonably accomplished in most urban areas; however, 
in rural areas, it would seem impractical without the virtual duplication of 



the existing two-lane major highway network. That is, where surfaced or 
improved two-lane roads presently exist which could carry traffic in one 
direction, a parallel, equally improved, two-lane road sufficiently near for 
user convenience generally is not available to carry the opposing traffic. 
This would require the improvement of a possibly available unimproved road, 
the construction of a completely new roadway, or conversion of the two-lane 
roadway into a multilane section of road (where an adjacent parallel road was 
not practical). 

Work in prior phases of this program, as well as that conducted by 
many other investigators(l• 2 ), ~:<has shown that a practical, feasible and 

esSf;ll1ti9-~1y comJ>letely developed solution exists which will not merely reduce 
'i!>U~{tr~fftl.it\laiiy 'elitninate :glare from opposing vehicles, while providing 
rft:'6£E{'fii~mination for the highway scene ahead of the vehicle than is now 

a~~~~~ci}>,~~*''1'hfs can be accomplished through the use of polarized lighting 
·ef'ysfi!tt~~tnall vehicles. · 

prac was negative atti-
tude(Re£. 2 • P· 2 3 )_ On numerous occasions during the intervening years, 

the adoption of polarized headlighting has again been proposed. On each 
occasion, a few real but minor deficiencies have been emphasized, together 
with many presumed deficiencies which could have been easily overcome 
with no great ingenuity. Vehicle evolution has now negated most of the 
arguments which were brought out to defeat any concerted move toward the 
adoption of polarization by the automotive industry. 

As a result, a good, practical solution to the problem of safe night 
vision on the highway could have been incorporated in 1941 with the necessary 
conversion of only 35, 000, 000 vehicles. It was passed up then and again 
in 1949 when only 45, 000, 000 vehicles required conversion. 'Now, in 1969, 
with 100, 000, 000 vehicles on the road, polarization still remains the only 
really practical solution. During this period, deaths from traffic accidents 
have risen from some 40, 000 per year to over 53, 000 in 196 7( 3 , 4 ). How 
many of these might have been avoided by the elimination of headlight glare 
will be discus sed in a later portion of this study. 

':'Superscript numbers 1n parentheses refer to the L1st of References at the 
end of this report. 
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The application of polarized headlighting to a vehicle can be a rela
tively minor modification involving, in its simplest configuration, merely 
placing polarizer screens over the headlamps and providing an analyzer 
(polarizing viewer) for the driver to look through at oncoming vehicles. Its 
adoption and acceptance by the driving public, the Automotive Industry, and 
the Government, both State and Federal, however, presents much more 
complex problems. 

Another 

~ 1 um1nation which would make vehicle headlamps unnecessary, excer..,:" _j 

perhaJ?S as marker hghts. Such levels of iHuminaHon are found, at times, 
• .. ... a = """e" • 1n urban areas a · · h n es urban center expressways, 
an other hi~h ,t:;affic dwnsjty lgsatipn;a. Even w ere o er so u wns o -t 

headfigbt glare might be considered sufficient in general (polarized headlights, 
one-way traffic, glare screens, etc. ), there will undoubtedly be highway 
locations and configurations in which overhead fixed highway lighting would 
still be necessary to provide the safest environment for road users. How 
far this might or should be extended to the solution of the overall glare/ 
visibility problem is essntially an objective of this study. 

A final possible alternative is that of modification of beam patterns. 
Headlamp aiming, or special spot lamps or fill-in lamps which would pro
vide closer control of beam spread and high level beam intensities, may 
improve the glare situation somewhat. This has, however, been the prin
cipal approach to the problem for at least 60 rears of headlamp design by 
the automobile industry and lamp designers(2 , and the problem is still 
with us. 

In its optimum form, which may be represented either by the US/UK 
or the European standard configurations, glare is still present and visibility 
is only marginal even when no opposing headlamps are present( 5 ). The 
present configurations represent compromises in illumination and glare 
characteristics which are the result of many years of conferences and 
coordinating efforts. It is unlikely that major modifications which would 
greatly improve this situation could be effected in the present agreed upon 
standards for such vehicle lighting. The subject is still, unquestionably, 
open to further discussion and modification on the basis of vehicle, lighting 
and highway evolution and changing requirements. 

The study reported here represents an approach to providing an 
evaluation of the factors above. It presents the relative costs of the provision 
of adequate lighting for driving safety and the elimination of glare from 
vehicle headlights balanced against the value of benefits to be obtained by 
such improved night vision. 
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In all candor, it must be stated that this study must be considered as 
only a first-stage, preliminary review of the cost and benefit factors of 
concern. Much of the data on which its findings and conclusions are based 
are fragmentary and, in many respects, unreliable. There is perhaps too 
much emphasis on accident reduction benefits, particularly in view of the 
erratic' and limited data found available relating headlight glare to accident 
:f~f!quency. Also, there are other benefits which are touched on in the fol
lowing discussions which may have real, economic benefits greater than 
reduction of accident costs but, for which, only gross hypotheses could be 
formed, owing to lack of factual data. It was considered unwarranted to try 
to base cost or benefit comparisons on such fragmentary information. 

It is suggested that the following analysis is justifiable and desirable, 
however, in that it will disclose areas of information needed to achieve a 
proper and detailed evaluation of the problem. 
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II. ECONOMICS OF IMPROVED NIGHTTIME VISION 

The p{ilJHU:Y objectives of a program to improve the visibility o.L~~ 

highway ss;gr QUiini sight dnhiei are !OQQ&ide;Ji~2.~~-C:!. .. ~hr"~:~~l$;, 

(lJ 

(3) 

These objectives are completely interrelated. They might even be 
considered different expressions for a single basic objective of increased 
nighttime traffic flow with reduced accident rate. 

studies; this report is concerned 
of these methods or means. 

Balanced against the costs of providing alternative solutions to 
improve visibility is the value of the benefits to be derived. Several major 
difficulties become apparent immediately in attempting to place monetary 
values on these benefits. Many investigators have noted the dearth of availab1e 
data to support causal factors in accident research (6, 7, 8). This is partie
ularly true when visibility of the highway scene is the pnncipal factor of 
concern. 

To date, about half of the States have been queried and in only a few 
cases have accident reporting forms and procedure::: made specific referencE 
to headlight glare as a causative factor in vehicle acc1dents, Those records 
which do indicate the presence of glare or ''blinded by headlights" as it is 
more frequently reported, must certainly be considered as highly conserv;:, ~ 
tive. Most accident report forms call out much more duect causes, and 
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particularly causes reflecting traffic law violations in which, even though 
glare may be the underlying factor, it is not so recognized nor reported. 
Typical of these are accident report statements such as 11 ran off the road, 11 

11 cros sed road centerline, 11 "lost control of vehicle, 11 "collided with fixed 
object, 11 or 11collided with deer 11 (or other animals, including pedestrians). 
In another group of accidents involving fatalities of the driver alone (and 
even many of those where passengers are also involved it would be virtually 
impossible to determine that the dead driver had been blinded by oncoming 
vehicle headlights. Particularly would this be so when the offending vehicle 
did not become involved in the accident. 

The accident frequency data in Table I, collated from the only States 
among over twenty-five contacted which kept or could readily develop these 
statistics, must be considered as a highly incomplete and uncoordinated 
estimate of the involvement of headlight glare in accidents. 

TABLE I. REPORTED HEADLIGHT GLARE INVOLVEMENT 
IN ACCIDENTS 

Accidents on Accidents on 
All All Night All Fatal Rural Roads UdJan Roads 

State Accidents Accidents Accidents (Unlighted)~:' (Lighted)~:' 

Arizona 3. 8% 1.3% 
Florida 0. 2% 0. 4% 0. 7% 
Maine 0. 9% 
Montana '65 0. 92% l. 08% 
Montana '66 0. 35% 0. 66% 
New York 1. 8o/o 4. 2 7o/o 
Virginia 0. 24% 0. 53o/o 

>:<Presence or absence of lighting assumed, as indicated. 

Table I illustrates the problem faced when attempting to develop 
meaningful data to assess the benefits which might be expected from an 
improvement in vehicle design, where the influence of the vehicle change 
cannot be directly related to accident causation. It is to be noted that these 
data are compiled differently in the several States. They are variously 
collected, recorded, and reported and are not readily comparable. Although 
incomplete and almost inadequate for this analysis, they are the best data 
available and can provide at least a guide . 

Assessment of the benefits to be obtained in improving 
and reducing stress in drivers at night is even more tenuous. 
results of the simulated highway operational studies of Phases 
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this program, some realistic predictions may be made of improvement in 
driver performance under conditions of reduced glare and improved visibilitv. 
The translation of these improvements in detectability of highway objects 
into finite increases in traffic flow or hours of additional safe driving capa
bility by vehicle drivers cannot be much more than a subjective interpreta

tion, however, and will not be attempted. 

Every vehicle operator recognizes the need for increased attention 
to the task of driving at night, as compared to driving during the day. Osten
sibly, such increased vigilance results in a faster build up of tension and 
the onset of driver fatigue with greater time required to determine necessary 
control actions (decision time), and, perhaps, even more time to initiate 
required action {reaction time). No data currently ex1st that relate these or 
comparable effects directly to increased traffic volume or decreased driver 
fatigue. The effectiveness of any of these alternative means of increasing 

driver vision at night cannot be fully assessed until the specific alternatives 
can be evaluated by analysis of performance of a cross section of the driving 

public in full-scale trials initiated for this purpose. 

In the interim, and for the purposes of this study, the data developed 
m the other phases of this work will be utilized to provide what is believed 
to be reasonably realistic estimates of levels of achievement. 

(1) 

(3) 

annot be used on two-lane roads. These roads - .. ,_ 

it can be conc7:;de~~~~;.~!.~Tz.; .. <:l.liii~.c!. :r;no~.~.Y,};ct~.~r!d would b~A 
compfefeiy unaccep a e. 

~.,. ... ,. ..... , _ ... i-~~··.<~-.-.-.~.._ ..... .#: 

Cost comparisons will be developed for fixed lighting of highways 
and the adaptation of polarized lighting systems to existing vehicles in the 
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hands of the public and those currently being produced. Only costs directly 
related to these alternative solutions are considered. Costs for developing 
and administering the selected program are not included and would probably 
be nearly the same in either case. 

A. Polarized Headlighting Costs 

The ultimate headlight system to be used with polarization has not 
been defined and will unquestionably require considerable discussion between 
the Government, the Automotive Industry and its lamp manufacturers, and 
the standardization committees of such agencies as the Society of Automotive 
Engineers and the Illuminating Engineering Society. The Highway Research 
Board and driver representative agencies such as the American Automobile 
Association and insurance and police coordinating agencies must also be 
involved. 

, pne system aspect on which agreement has not been reached is that 
of the ne<S~'~sity for polarization in urban driving, particularly on lighted 
cl~y~l:~t~~~~~:andJh:roughway~~. "itis·tbbe J10ted(9) that ~ittle benefit will be 

~~~~~:c!~.~ use of pola~i~e~();7'~b~a~¥;i~~t~·i~.,~-~.V~~-~ .. ,}Y~~l'~ .. overhead 
h~!lhO:.S, ;~s~d~~;t;.a~e for v1swq~ Standard low-beam lamps 1n the presence 
ort~qtlrt'~"'''i:N'E:{irl'ead lighting i,re, however, not especially disabling to 
6t:>tycfiiii~''d:Hvers, unless badty' misaligned, hence there would appear to be 
n6·pat'ticu1ar ar;lvanta,ge to putting polarizers on low-beam (No. 2) headlamps 
of fotir..::la~p systems'~'·' Fu:hh~'r.more, glare from street lamps, store dis
play'§, and advertizing pigns woula ~tin be present, since these lights are 

l.tn~:olai~if~lJ..:y.~HhS?u~r t4~Y are .~frr~··,ri.9.~m~HY ;h.a4!:ardogs from.a g~,are ~t~nd
polnt. ~tf t'lhs, and any other d1scus s10ns of the use of polanzatwn, 1t 1s 
~·s§;~h:tial to consider that the analyzer will be in the field of view ~f the dr,iver 
o .· · , · ·. · . vehicles w· h lari ' · · . are r~ .e!:l !f• S'ome 

· :·>··. ·v~lltCles on the road have two-lamp dual-beam lighting systems(S) 
in which both high- and low-beam filaments are in the same lamp unit. 
Placing a :polarizer over the lens will thus affect both beams, with the result 
that t~o different configurations of polarization would be in use: 

(1) Four-lamp system with polarized high beam and unpolarized 
low beam; 

(2) Two-lamp system with both high and low beams polarized. 

There are three alternative solutions to this dilemma: one, polarize 
both high- a\ia low-beam lamps of the four-lamp system to make both lighting 
systems fuliy. pqlfiL;r~zed; .~~9· disconnect the low-beam filaments ofiJ;le dual

~e,~:n· ,,t~~;~.~;t;~~-~!!r~t¥~d <t4d two unp~lar~zed, low-beam lamps as a~xil
lci~:des to prov1de Hn:po1anzed low-beam llghtlng; or, three, accept the dlf
fererlee betw'e~"~'th.;' two systems on the basis that the polarized low beam 
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configuration of the two-lamp system does no harm, is not detectable to the 
driver not equipped with or using an analyzer, and, for the driver using an 
analyzer, is in fact beneficial. 

The ultimate solution, when polarization of all vehicles is completed, 
would seem to allow the use of a single pair of polarized headlamps of, essen
tially, high-beam configuration and aiming, providing a maximum of beam 
intensity for maximum visibility. Whether they remained on in the city or 
whether only "marker" lights were used on vehicles where adequate overhead 
lighting was present would be of relatively little concern, since no glare 
would be experienced by an opposing driver as he viewed the driving scene 
through his analyzer. However, the effectiveness of the illumination provided 
by fixed source lighting would be reduced for drivers using their analyzers. 
Hence, if polarized headlights were allowed, the driver would use his analyzer 
to eliminate glare from opposing vehicles , but, if only marker lights were 
allowed, he would not use the analyzer. 

Until all vehicles have been converted to polarization, however, both 
high- and low-beam headlam~s in one of the above-mentioned configurations 
must be fitted to vehicles(9, 0) and urban driving would be with low-beams, 
polarized or unpolarized, as at present. 

which he can not now do even with low- eam 1g s. 
Certaigly2 on unlighted ruralpighway;.s,,nu. cRnyt.eni~tijg!}:!s;;;g;:~~·grzy:r~or 
should be giyeg tg the pse 0£ lgw-byarn headlights ta liAdpseJ4;f$.aiz?fi= • ., 
for edestrians. Maximum visibilit o.f~ !h.~~~~~~tri~n bY: t~~ driver is 
ess and.ltus,s, ····· ·· ··· eams 

__ ... A 

For these reasons, the headlamp configurations which will be used 
as a basis for cost comparisons in this study will be fully polarized for both 
high and low beamso If it is ultimately determined that unpolarized low
beams are desired, the costs indicated may be adjusted accordingly. 
Although it is recognized that most new automobiles are purchased on bor
rowed funds, the cost of funding these additional amounts for polarization 
will not be included hereo 
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New Vehicles 

System 1. Four-headlamp system: Assumes two, 100 watt, high beam, PAR 
46 type, (No. 1), single-filament, and two, 100-100 watt, (No. 2) 
two -filament headlamps with integral polarizer s, with one 
polarized visor (analyzer) for the driver. 

Additional Cost to Manufacturer 

Headlamps at $3. 00 each 
Visor at $3. 00 
Windshield processing (':<) 
Generator, wiring, and switches (t) 

Additional Cost to Buyer (estimated) 

$12. 00 
3. 00 
3. 00 
3. 00 

$21. 00 
$42. 00 

System 2. Two-headlamp system: Assumes two, PAR 56 type, 100-100 
watt, dual-filament headlamps with integral polarizers, with one 
polarized visor (analyzer) for the driver. 

Additional Cost to Manufacturer 

Headlamps and visor at $3. 00 each 
Windshield processing (':<) 
Generator, wiring, and switches (t) 

Additional Cost to Buyer (estimated) 

$ 9. 00 
3. 00 
3.00 

$15.00 
$30.00 

(':') Toughened glass windshields, as used on'many foreign automobiles, 
a!thdugh i11egal in the U.S. A. for reasons of safety in crashes, would 
ah'obe U:~;:;.cceptable for use with polarized headlights. However, even newly 
rirAniifactured, ·laminated windshields will require additional heat treatment 
td"ths,fre eliinfl1a'tion ofinte~nal stresses and birefringence, when viewed 
wflfl·"pi:>l.arized light. Sdm~ striations, spots, or darkened areas may appear 
in<ta:hii~at~d windshields of "existing vehicles, although no hazardous 
cor1~UHon.s :have been observed in these studies to date. 

0) 41~~lfie~+:'€;k have indicated that heavy-duty generators, regulators, 
l~~ti:f:sy.ritches, foot dimmer switches, and wiring should be used to 
p1''6\tide adequate system reliability at the higher power demand of 
tH4'1S~·lamps. 
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Existing Vehicles>:< 

System 3. Four-headlamp system: Replace existing lamps with two, 100 
watt, high-beam, PAR 46 type, No. 1 single-filament and two, 
100-100 watt, No. 2 two-filament headlamps with integral 

polarizers and an analyzer for the driver. 

Headlamps at $7. 00 each 
Visor at $7. 00 each 

Installation labor ($10. 00/hr) 

$2 8. 00 
7.00 

10. 00 

$45. 00 

System 4. Four-headlamp system: Retain present headlamps and install 
polarizing adapters in front of them with an analyzer for the 
driver. 

Adapters with polarizing filter at 
$6. 00 each 

Visor at $7. 00 
Installation labor ($1 0. 00/hr) 

$24. 00 
7. 00 
5. 00 

System 5. Two-headlamp system: Replace existing lamps with two, 100-
100 watt, PAR 56 type, two-filament headlamps with integral 
polarizers and one polarized visor (analyzer) for the driver. 

Headlamps at $8. 00 each 
Visor at $7. 00 

Installation labor ($1 0. 00/hr) 

System 6. Two-headlamp system: Retain present headlamps and mstall 
polarizing adapters in front of them with an analyzer for the 
driver. 

Adapters with polarizing filters 
at $7. 00 each 

Visor at $7. 00 
Installation labor ($10. 00/hr) 

$14. 00 
7. 00 
5. 00 

$26. 00 

':'Modification of existing vehicles is possible by almost any driver capable 
of adjusting his headlamps or changing his spark plugs. It will be assumed, 
however, that the modification is performed by a garage having headlamp 
aiming facilities and competent mechanics and all prices are retail. 
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There are still some vehicles being operated which have low-output 
generators, but since the advent 
r:ninimurp o~ 500 wa s 

Present production capacity of headlamps is 80, 000, 000 per year for 
new vehicle installation and for replacement(4). It is estimated that the 

industry could reach a capacity 130, 000, 000 by going to two-shift operation. 
A third shift would produce something under 50, 000, 000 additional units. 
Some question exists as to whether sufficient additional labor could be found 

to man extra shift operations. It is assumed, for this study, that at least 
two~·shift operation would be feasible. 

The 1967 glass and sealed beam headlamp production was 52. 5 million 
units under 6 in. in diameter and 22. 7 million over 6 inches. Of these, 
32 million under 6 in. and 5. 6 million over 6 in. were used in vehicle pro
duction(4). If these figures are considered to be applicable in the conversion 
to polarized lighting, on the basis of the assumed two-shift production 
capacity, approximately 92 million lamps would be available for conversion 
of vehicles already on the road. The survey reported in :Phase III of this 
program(5) showed a natio .7. Q qfthe_yehicles on the _ _:road 

ed with four-lam headli hts s. stems.''Assuming that t e amp pro-
'tc 1ity· can be ta1 ore o m ese proportionate types in the 

replacement lamp demand for conversion of headlamps, some 33. 6 million 
vehicles can be converted per year.%~!tffr·Y967, there were 97. 5 million 
vehicles;'1.re_gistered in this countri.c:~~~q. it is estimated that this willin7rease 
to 105 m1lhon by the end of 1970~ ·Thus, at least 3 years of two-sh1ft 
lami/pf'8'a'iic'ti~n Vlould be requir'~d to support current vehicle production 
demands and provide for conversion of vehicles already produced. 

The costs shown above for the several headlamp configurations are 
considered to be quite conservative, particularly with regard to costs of 
polarizing filters. This is largely because production tooling to support the 

level of production for this use has not been developed and cost estimates 
which would adequately project these factors in detail could not be readily 
obtained. It is reasonable to assume that mass production techniques, 
particularly in view of the competitive structure of the headlamp industry, 
would eventually permit major reductions in the costs estimated here. 
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Dichroic polarizer patents are now in the public domain and several sources 
are presently available. Other types of polarizers are likewise under study 
and development and may result in even greater competition. 

Total costs to the public for conversion to polarized headlight systems 
on all existing vehicles in the country would be: 

(a) For 10, 000, 000 new vehicle production/year during 3-year 
conversion period: 

(Vehicle production for 3 -years) 
(less than 6-in. lamps used)(System 1 cost)+ (Over 6 -in, lamps used)(System 2 cost) 

(Total lamps used) 

(3 X 10
7

)' [(32 X 10
7

)($42. 00) + (5. 6 X 107 )($30. 00)] 
(37. 6 X 107) 

(b) For 75, 000, 000>!< existing vehicles: 

=$1.20Xlo9 

66. 7% four-lamp system (assume 75% convert to System 3, 
25% to System 4)o 

33. 3% two-lamp system (assume 75% convert to System 5, 
2 5% to System 6 ). 

(0. 667)(7. 5 X 10 7 )(0. 75)($45. 00) = $16.9 X 10 8 

(0. 667)(7. 5 X 107)(0. 25)($36. 00} = $ 4. 5 X 108 
(0. 333)(7. 5 X 107)(0. 75)($30. 50)=$ 5. 7 X 10 8 

(0. 333)(7. 5 X 107)(0. 25)($26, 00) = $ l. 6 X 108 

$28.7X1o8 

Total (a+ b) $ 4. 07 X 109 

The above $4.07 billion represents the initiallOO% conversion costs. 
To this rnust be added the requirements for the yearly production 1nput d 
new vehicles and replacement of lamps on vehicle::: 1n the hands of the pub1ic 
for the base period of cornpar1son. As vv1ll be developed later 1n dioocussicn 
of the hxed hghting concepts, 1nasmuch as those systen1s are normally con 
sidered to have a useful economic life of 20 years(ll )' increased headlight 
costs should also be based on this period 1n any cost comparison, Jn thlti 
penod, it is estirnated that the mean vehicle populat1on will be 138 million 
(extrapolation of current rates fron1 1957 to 1967)(4 ) 

From the hgures prevwusly cited ofproductwn capac1ty in the headlamp 
1ndustry, approxuna tely 2 0 milllon lamps for four -lamp systems (under 6 ·in. 
diameter) and l 7 m1l hon lamps for two ·lamp s y sterns (over 6 · 1n, d1a rnete r 'I are 

presently be1ng produced ior the replacen1ent 1narket, cr approxnnately 
50% of totzll productlon, If \vc assurne a continuing wearot1t and replace 
ment rat1o attcr poL1r1zat~on, th1.-o \YOulJ 1T1ean that hali ul the 

,,:Q v e r 3 · yea r con v <: r s ion period, 3 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0 new vehicle s inc o r p or at in g pol a r i z a · 

tic1t1 would be entering the population leaving 75,000,000 oLder vchiclcc; tube m<Jdll.icJ 
in ;:1 tcta l pl'OJCC ted p::: pu1a tlon of 105, 000, 000. 
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total production for 20 years would be required for replacements, or some 
800 million units. This assumes no expansion in replacement requirements 
which may not be too improbable. Although production of vehicles will 

of an expanding population, if polarizat~ 
· . k t tw.Q.::)C~;_m 

~--~~~~--~~ .. ~~~~----~~----~~~~~~~~~n~~~Ji£~· Since no 
present with complete polarization in effect, no provision for 

low-beam operation will be necessary and single-filament lamps of broader 
high-beam configuration together with simplified lamp control circuitry and 

switch components will be feasible. Halogen type lamps, presently coming 
into use, have the above mentioned characteristics and could be an acceptable 
solution. 

Because of the uncertainty of these trends, it is considered adequate 
for purposes of this study to charge only the extra cost of 800 million 
polarized replacement headlamps over the 2 0 year period to polarization, 
along with the extra cost for polarization for all new vehicles produced during 
this period. Some additional charge might also be made for polarization 
representing the additional costs for power generation for 1 00-watt headlamps 
over that required for pre sent standard 3 7. 5-watt types. However, as 
discussed in the previous paragraph, if there is a trend toward greater use 
of two~lamp rather than four-lamp systems, the increase in power genera

tion reqmrements is relatively undeterminable without data as to the propor
tion of each system involved. A further complicating factor i[l this record 

~~·"}P,,~,,~l)9b~q,bility of increCl,~ed highttiine utilization of the highways owing 
to Hitreased comfort and safety in night driving. This would, of course, 
bring about an increase in power generation requirements related to increased 
operating tlme for the lamps. Vehicle production will increase during this 
period, unquestionably, but will be assumed at a mean of 10 million units 
per year. It will also be assumed that after the initial lOOo/o conversion, all 
vehicles will be produced with only two headlamps of single-filament, high
beam configuration (System 2) with a vehicle cost increase of $3 0. 00. The 
added cost of headlamps for vehicle production for the remaining 17 years of the 
20 -year period (I 970 to 1990) would be 

17 X 10 7 X $30. 00 = $5. 1 X 10 9 

J'h.e,"added cost of 800 million replacement lamps during this period 
would be 

8. 0 X 1 0 8 X $5. 0 0 = $4. 0 X 1 0 9 

which, added to the cost of initial conversion, results man overall added 
cost,· t6f tile period to 1990, of: 

$I3.17Xlo9 
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B. Highway Lighting 

a feasible alternative to £olarization ot ~1a<l; 
oslng m-otodst~ I' ~yesEls to make headli h!s 

--~r ~;-,_.-;:;;c,;;;:..-·_;~;,:;·- ·.1H;<:;;.;.,.-;;---:• "·- _,.,.,.,_ -- - ~~- • ,.,...__ ' 

a t 1s approac 1s taken, some current practices in fixed 
illumination or 1ghways will require modification, inasmuch as present 
illumination levels have been established on the basis of combined vehicle 
and fixed lighting, except perhaps for high-traffic density areas such as 
downtown expressway locations. Simulated highway operation of vehicles in 
the combined fixed lighting/vehicle lighting environment are a part of this 
study program. Results are not yet available and the determination of proper 
levels of illumination for highway lighting by fixed luminaires with no con
tribution by vehicle headlights will be made on the basis of existing standards 
and guidelines with extrapolations where indicated. 

The studies of Cassel and Medville(ll ), Thompson and Fansler( 12 ), 
the ASA-IES Standard Practice for Roadway Lighting( 13) J?rovide the principal 
background data which is used in this analysis and others04, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20). 

A primary point of discussion with regard to the economics of this 
course of action as the optimum solution to the glare/visibility problem is 
whether fixed lighting should be extended to all two-lane roads or only to 
those in which it would represent a major advantage in benefits to be obtained. 

For purposes of direct comparison, it would seem that complete 
coverage of the road net with fixed lighting should be considered inasmuch 
as the competitive system, polarization, does provide a complete solution 
for all roads. On the other hand, on much of the two -lane road net, 
particularly the unimproved portion. vehicle meetings are normally so 
infrequent that glare from present standard headlight systems presents an 
alma st insignificant hazard. 

The pre sent (196 7) nationwide highway system has the characteristics 
shown in Table 2, derived from Tables SM-ll, M2, and M3 of "Highway 
Statistics 196 7, ''(21 ): 

If vehicle headlights as now constit';lted can be utilized for traversing 
the unpaved roads, the amount of paved rural and urban highway which 
would require fixed illumination would be 1, 519, 345 miles. Of this total, 
411, 518 miles, indicated as surfaced urban, is considered to be illuminated 
already, although probably at an insufficient illumination level for vehicle 
operation without headlights. On this basis, 1, 107, 827 miles are left to be 
illuminated, of which 35~ 909 miles are rural, four-lane or one-way State 
Primary roads. 
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TABLE II. SUMMARY OF U.S. HIGHWAYS 

Type of Highway 

St~li_~···. -~--,,;r:i._.~_,,JF+¥.,- .. _.Jwo. ::'\la~,e;~.,, ... $l.lX fa.c e d 
f!te'ss 3u"llila :E types)~-"·' · · 

State Prima;y, Thr.ee-iane, 
surfaced 

Stat.e':?~lfri'ary, Four or more lanes, 
su:daced 

StatePri:tnary, Four or more lanes, 
divid~d, surface 

Staf~+'"pf'i.rri~ry, One-way, surfaced 
Primitive ·· nonsurfaced, unimproved 

(Types A, B, and C)':' 
Improved - soil, gravel, 

(Types D and E)':' 
Surfaced - bituminous, PCC, 

(Types F, G, H, I, and J )':' 

':'See Reference 21. 

Rural 

382, 014 

1, 969 

3, 201 

32,641 
67 

847,218 

1, 228, 606 

1, 10 7, 82 7 

Mileage 
Municipal 

33,660 

1, 350 

7. 283 

11, 315 
369 

30,333 

79, 352 

411,518 

Total 

415,674 

3,319 

10,484 

43,956 
436 

877,611 

l, 307, 958 

1,519,345 

involved makes it imperative that lam~s 
ofma itn'rh 1 1 t ence wa, 1 

. ef!!e' 'ln)d,' gl'§jt:..pr5ssure §Qs;Iiijin 1fnfiii gf the MFqeral E e{t~~~--""~ca ox~. 
or i'estio.gbpuse "C~=:r-~w~lu~_~yge a~~-]?rofaosed to be used. Faucett(22T 
has shown in comparative analyses with clear m:·e-rcury an~multivapor lamp~: 
that installations utilizing these higher efficiency light sources can be 
installed for approximately 50o/o of the cost of clear mercury units and can 
also be operated with this same saving, even though lamp life is considerably 
less, in the order of 6000 hr as compared with 24, 000 hr for clear mercury 
lamp so 
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With a reduced electrical power demand of 7 5 watts (two lamps) and 
a generation efficiency of 75o/o (80o/o for the generator X 93o/o for the belt drive), 
a reduced power demand on the vehicle engine of 

7 5 watts 
X 0. 001341 HP/watt = 0. 1341 HP results 

0.75 

Road load fuel consumption of 0. 5 pounds per BHP-hr can be considered 
average for most vehicles, or a saving of 

0. 1341 X 0. 5 = 0. 067 lb of fuel per hr 

average vehicle speed for all use 1s estimated at 40 mph or a decreased fuel 
consumption of 

0. 067 = 0. 00167 lb of fuel per mile, or 
40 

1. 6 7 X 1 o3 lbs of fuel per million vehicle miles 

At 7. 0 pounds per gallon, this amounts to 239 gallons or $79. 00 saved per 
million vehicle miles, at a mean fuel cost of $0. 33 per gallon. In 1967, 
vehicle mileage in the U.S. was 965, 132 X l o6 miles (3 >. Taking the com
parative day/night accident involvement rates(5) as a criterion of relative 
night driving, 32 o/o occur at night. 

Operating without lights at night would result in a fuel saving of 

0. 32 X 965, 132 X $79.00 = $2.44 X 10 7 per year, or 

$4. 88 X l o8 for the 2 0-year period 

While this is a sizeable amount, it will be noted that it does not affect the 
comparative costs of providing highway lighting a ppreciab1y. Other com
parative costs, Table 3, have been calculated using the format of Faucett(23 ). 
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C. Benefits 

Acci@&nt regH£tililns with consequent reduction in deaths, injuries, 

and ~ro;eertr damage, iF~~~~t~g~JJJ~rx,g_en~~~t~sJ?}t£Rlf.I2~jg.wrgveci} visfJ?:Jl.~,V 
.gf tfl.k road at night. Some data are available that present the current situa-
tion with r·g·~pg~f"'fo""the magnitude of the problem: 

Thirty- seven percent of all traffic accidents in 1966 occurred between 
the hours of 6:00P.M. and 6:00A.M. 0} .. D~athsin these accidents, how- . 
e'V-'er~· \V'ere 53% ~f tJ:u~. ~?~a(j;; When expo~~hre··~r'th~ mot~r'ist is considered, · 
tff~l"'t~'"ls' ·a. much'''gt'~"'a:t~r'dfs'parity in death rate between the two periods of 

the·dayi )• z gea
1
tllU'Ja$r ioo millioAnvehicle miles of opzriPHBQ 'lscnnred hJ ., 

the' d'a time and 9. 7'de
3
aths a.t ni ht, or a ratio of 2. 82lo." 1. Death rates 

' ""' ~· ,' ' '·'- '"-"• ,> .,_- 'J.•-.' ' 

In the United States in 1967, accident statistics show a total of 53, l 00 
deaths, l, 900,000 injuries, and 12,500,000 incidents of property damage(3). 
Although data are not available to relate injuries and property damage on 
the same basis as deaths for daylight and dark, it is not unreasonable to 
assume that the figures in the preceding paragraph will provide an adequate 
guide ... Solornqn(24) :prov~des some corroboration, showing 54% of the deaths 
at night ori a.":§,~t~·Ete'(fgrok~.of.oo~in .rural highw~ys. 43. 5% of the injuries 
<fft1Uffft,'"' anet.·<t¥~*'/J''>6:riift'~p~tl~~~1 dakage.'' The previously cited reference(3) 
s:fi6;w;~it>that 53% of the deaths on rural roads occurred at night. 

If Solomon's figures for injuries and property damage are used, 
825, 000 injuries and 5, 450, 000 property damage accidents would have 
occurred at night, in addition to 27, 200 deaths. 

Because of the sparse and uncoordinated character of the data in 
Table I, and the high probability of omission of many applicable accidents 
from that compilation, it is considered reasonable to as sum.€:! t t.~ 1~~~~ 

\m a sausativ-5 f&sJ<?i=~M~~.~···~· o () z;~H mg thm.e accident;.; . rt would 
appear then, that 1, 088 deaths, 33, cmtrmJunes, aRff2 tfH;'eub 1nodents of 
property damage could be charged to headlight glare in 1967, a toll that 
might have been eliminated by the measures under consideration. During 
the period 1957 to 1967, the average yearly increase in traffic deaths was 
3. 7o/o and vehicle mileage increased by So/o per year. 

Accident costs have been estimated by a number of 
investigators(6, 7, 8, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 2 9) in the recent past, but few have used 

the sa1ne basis for evaluation and cornparisons are difficult to make. Tv;,oml;h", 
et al(23) showed values of $2, 180 and $3, 500 per urban and rural accident, 
respectively, for 1q67 in England but includes no so-called subjective costs. 
Reynolds(6), for 1952 in England, showed values of $5,600 per deaths, 

$950 per injury, and $106 per nonjury property damage accident, 
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TABLE ru c COMPARATIVE L[GHTING COSTS 

Cost Item Calculation Two-Lane Four-Lane Two-Lane Four-Lane 

-- 2. 0 fc Average- - l. 0 fc Average-

l. Initial Investment 
a. Unif. Ratio A 3. 12 l. 3 8 z. 89 2.46 

b. Mounting Height A 40 45 40 45 

c. Spacing 162 100 324 zoo 

d. Luminaires per rnile 52 80 I c 32. 6 52. 8 16. 3 26. 4 

e. Luminairc at $148 $ X d 4830 7 810 2415 3905 

f. Lamp at $25.65 $ X d 835 1352 418 676 

g. Pole & bracket {12 foot) 

$199.40, $ZZl.45 $ X d 6490 1 l' 660 3245 5830 

h. Foundation & erection $ZOO $ X d 6520 10, 550 3260 52 75 

i. Initial invcstment/Ini e+f+g+h 18, 675 31, 3 72 9338 15, 686 

j. Total investment X B 2. 00 X 10 10 1.13Xlo9 l.OXIoiO 5. 63 X I 08 

2. Annual Operating Costs 

k. Kw/luminaire c 0.465 

l. System Kw /mile d X k 15. 13 24. 5 7. 57 ~12. 3 ·-m. Annual operation, hours c 4000 

n. Kwh/year X m 6 0, 5 00 9 7, 800 30,250 48, 900 

o. Energy cost at $0. 015/kwh 0. 015 X n 907 1465 454 733 

p. Lamp life c 6000 

q. Quantity of lamps d X rn/p 2 l. 7 3 5. z l 0. 9 l 7. 6 

r. Lamp cost $ X q 557 903 279 452 

s. Total operating cost (o+r) X B l.57X109 8. 51 X 107 7.85XI08 4.26Xl07 

3. Annual Maintenance Costs 

t. Relamping labor (D) $1. 00 X 9 21. 70 3 5. 2 0 I 0. 90 l 7. 60 

u. Cleaning labor (D) $2. 50 X 9 54. 20 88. 00 27. 60 44. 00 

v. Replacement parts 1o/o X (i-f) 178. 40 300.20 89. 20 150. l 0 

w. Total maintenance (t+u+v) X B 2. 73 X I 0 8 l. 52 X 10 7 I. 36 X 108 7. 60 X 106 

X. Owning cost (E) B( 0. 017 X (i-r)] 2. 28 X 109 1.24X108 I. 14 X 109 6.20XI07 

4. Summary 
4. I X 10 9 

Y· Total annual cost S t W t X 2.24XI0
8 2.05XI09 l.12XJ0

8 

z. Life time cost 20 y 8. 25 X 10 10 4. 49 X 109 4. 13 X 10 10 z.z5XIo9 

A. Assumed average of Z. 0 and l. 0 footcandles with 40-ft MH for two-lane and 45-ft MH for four-lane. 

B. Total U.S. mileage of roadway to be lighted 

{I) Paved- l, 071,918 miles-- two-lane, rural {assumed 24-ft roadway with lO-ft shoulders). 
{2) 35,909 miles -- four-Jane and one-way rural State Primary {assumed lZ-ft median and 10-ft 

shoulders). 

C. From lamp manufacturer's data and standard practice. 

D. Estimated, based on $5. 00/hr labor rate, cleaning performed only when relamping. 

E. Assumed lOo/o Capital Recovery Factor (0. 11746) for 20-year system life in line with Bureau of the 

Budget recommendations for the current economic situation. 
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including loss of potential output in the case of death and injury in 
addition to direct costs of funeral, medical treatment, and property restitu
tion. Dunman (23 ) provides an analysis of accident experience in Massachusetts 
for 1953. These direct costs show values of $3,300 per fatality, $400 per 
injury, and $203 per property damage only accident. A recent comprehensive 
study of a limited area(2 6) has considered total costs including loss of future 
earnings of killed or injured, legal and court costs of litigations, and medical 
treatment costs. This showed average costs for fatally injured individuals 
of $59, 178, non-fatally injured of $612 and property damage accidents of 
$184. 

Another relatively current and broad analysis of accident costs 
appears to be that of Recht(?). He uses accident cost estimates developed 
over a number of years by the National Safety Council, compiled on a nation
wide basis, and includes both direct and indirect cost elements. Because 
it is a comprehensive analysis with allowances for factors other than direct 
costs and because it has been in use by the National Safety Council for a 

number of years, the values cited therein will be used in this study. 

The estimated motor vehicle accident unit costs shown below, 
adjusted for the 197 0 to 1990 time frame are: 

Cost of a death 

?:t::~H i!i!f@.h.~cc~•n', 

1967 

$37,500 
l, 950 

320 

·-· 1970 to 1990 

$50, 500 
2,600 

353 

Accident costs =(Mean costl970 to 1990) X (Incidents per year) 
X(M'~kkincr~ase per year) X (years) 

in which: 

Mean Increase per year = ~ J (1 + r )ndn 

where n = years 
r = yearly increase 

I 

20 

M.e.a,.n increase per year _l· {1+rt = 2
1
0 

[1. 037
n J , = 1. 476 

n log(l+r) log(l. 037) 1 
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Death costs 
Injury costs 
Property Damage 

=(50, 500)(272)(20) 
= (2600)(8250)(20) 
= (353)(54500)(20) 

= $4. 06 X 10 8 ,.IJI:/.4-?' 
6. 3 4 X 1 0 8 Jl. (. I+-, t:. = 
5. 68 X to8 Jt/.ll-7t; ., 

$1.608 X l09.k/·1.f"'?6 =2. .'J-,~>'1~ 
= 

The other benefits to be obtained are relatively intangible and no 
attempt will be made to assign them values, These are real benefits, how
ever, as far as any motorist is concerned, How much they are worth to 
him is essentially a matter of individual and personal objectives, depending 
on the need for travel at night, his physical limitations, and the volume 
and movement of traffic in which he is placed. 

Certain hypothetical traffic could be considered in which, 
based 

The follg.Y'i:n_g ___ ~~m.ewhat int~ngible ben_dit_A- may: _1?~ expect~..;;.:: 

greg:t,sr./?.E 17~-se::,..t;;TC:.g!i!!,.e~L'7.-::.~"~~; __ ?i,_,reduction in headlight glare and 
increased visibility of t}le highway scene: .,.,, 
~.:::~~1-::'- ·~'"'' ' . ot 
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The assignment of specific weights and monetary or other rating or 
comparison values to the above listed benefits is not considered practicable 
in a preliminary cost-benefit analysis such as this, even though they can be 
recognized. A number of studies have been conducted relating the effect of 
highway improvement on accidents and traffic flow(6, 8, 25, 28, 29, 30). Where 

data are available which can predict performance with reasonable accuracy 
in terms of well-established prior performance, such extrapolations are 
justified. The complexity of such analyses are well and concisely discussed 
by the Bureau of Public Roads(29), but that discussion clearly demonstrates 

the need for detailed performance data upon which to base necessary decisions 
and the futility of attempting such decisions without them. 
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III. SUMMARY 

Table IV is a summation of the benefits to be derived from improved, 

nonglare lighting and the costs of alternative means of achieving this. 

TABLE IV. COST-BENEFIT SUMMARY, 1970 to 1990 

,..~~.. 1 0 

iiW,;-. 20 
Value of 1 o/o accident reduction 
Cost of polarization of all 
vehicles 
Cost of fixed lighting of all paved 
streets and highways to: 

....,:;; a, 2 -footcandle average level 
''J b. 1-footcandle average level 

Value 

$1,3J'f X 1 0 9 

$ 13.17 X 109 

$87, 1 
$43.6 

X 109 
X 109 

Benefit/ 
Cost Ratio 

0 ... .., 

O.lf11S 
0.~ 

It does not appear that elimination of glare by resorting to complete 

illumi)J.~!-~2~} ~l_tff~F!illt~~~~: _ _1~~~-£e,~~I1J.l~~- s_Q~~~x_ti~iilcifly ·1r its_ .. 
adoption is predicated on accident reduction alone. 
~_,,-,--· • '·"--"' • ••• • • • 0 - • .., 

In summary, It must be recognized that this attempt to evaluate the 
costs and benefits to be achieved through the elimination of headlight glare 
and improvement in night visibility on the highway can only be considered as 
an essentially gross, preliminary study, The pertinent costs and benefits 
are not well established and data to support an accurate analysis are almost 
nonexistenL 

Accurate supporting data will be dependent on revised techniques 

and procedures for collection of data of concern in night visibility and glare 
from accident experience In the several states coupled with a broader study 
of driver response In an environment of improved lighting, It is suggested 
that the most expedient means of developing and supporting data can come 
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through the mechanism of a public trial of such improved lighting in an area 
where that lighting can be used exclusively. Observation of public response 
for a test period of approximately 1 full year could provide a highly accurate 
indicator of the real costs and benefits related to accident reduction and 
operational improvement (increased traffic flow) and could, in addition, pro
vide answers to many other related questions of public acceptance, maintain
ability, environmental responses, and other factors which have had only 
cursory evaluation to date. 
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